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Plurality of authority is unremarkable for scholars of global governance, transnational law, or 

international affairs. Within these fields, there is no need to catalogue the range of phenomena that 

might be treated as instances of authority – from international institutions to transnational private 

norm-setting regimes and every shade of public/private regulator in between. The remaining questions 

surround the way in which such phenomena should be explained by theorists in the range of disciplines 

that share an interest in them; and the range of tests that might be used to evaluate them either 

independently, or in relation to more established forms of authority.  

Arguably, only the latter of these two questions should be of major concern. Though there is 

merit in conceptual and analytic precision, the reason authority has troubled theorists in moral, political 

and legal theory for so long is that it has considerable bearing on our practical lives, which must be 

explained and evaluated. This does not change when the target of evaluation is not authority but 

authorities. The problem of authorities – whether plural, dispersed, fragmented or integrated – is a 

problem of justifying their operation against the freedom of their subjects (individual and institutional) 

and justifying their relationships with other authorities with which they overlap. These normative 

questions arising from plurality of authorities are among the most pressing problems for theorists of 

transnational or global governance. 

To get to those questions, however, we need clarity about the sort of thing we are talking about. 

Developments across transnational legal and political institutions threaten to overwhelm or at least 

outpace conventional understandings of authority, and there is a very real need to clarify just what 

authority is before we can ask questions about who has it or test its legitimacy. In an era of transnational 



claimants (and possible possessors) of authority, it is especially critical, though more difficult, to be clear 

about what sort of thing authority is. Transnational claims to authority force us to confront questions 

such as: are private credit rating agencies authorities? Do private transnational bodies regulating 

forestry or labour standards have authority and if so, of what sort? What sort of power do hybrid public-

private bodies have? Or more broadly, what is the difference, if any, between transnational law and 

transnational regulation? These questions in turn force us to address any ambiguity or variance in the 

concept of authority in a way that a more homogenous set of claimants such as states or even public 

international legal institutions do not. Analytic precision matters here because it affects the content and 

boundaries of the normative questions that follow. Is the authority wielded by international or 

transnational institutions or norms the same (in kind) as the authority wielded by states? If so, is 

authority in all contexts justified by the same reasons? Can/should/must we have shared criteria of 

legitimate authority to enable those authorities to be assessed comparatively?  

Answers to all of these questions have been offered with either express or implicit conceptions 

of authority in mind. Those conceptions divide very roughly into two categories: authority is treated as 

either a social power (to get other people to do what the authority demands) or a normative power (to 

impose duties and change the reasons that apply to a subject). More precisely, there are three different 

divides between approaches to authority. The first is ontological; it divides a conception of authority as a 

power to rule from a conception of authority as a right to rule. The second is methodological, dividing 

the techniques of socio-legal, contextual and descriptive analyses of the practice of authority from the 

philosophe s te h i ues of a st a tio , o eptualizatio  a d efle tion of those practices. The third is 

a divide over content; separating explanations of de facto authority from theories of the grounds of 

legitimate (or rightful) authority. The three dichotomies do not necessarily move in concert, and the 

divides are not a solute o  e lusi e, ut theo ists  hoi es ade at ea h di ide risk creating a 

significant gap within legal scholarship between those who offer broadly sociological and descriptive 



accounts, and those offering some kind of philosophical and normative account. These distinctions have 

then played into a divide between theorists of legal pluralism and the mainstream of jurisprudence; a 

divide which is only recently being mended.   

This chapter argues that, contrary to what is sometimes suggested, the e a  e o di isio  of 

la ou  et ee  o k o  the so iologi al a d o mative conceptions of authority.
1
 And, despite the 

interest in debates over whether there is either a naturalistic fallacy or a normative fallacy in our 

approaches to authority, it is not necessary to argue over which has logical/explanatory priority or has 

greater interest or influence as an account of an aspect of social/political/legal life.
2
  Instead, I offer a 

way to bridge a methodological and conceptual divide that would otherwise separate those who 

theorize authority as a normative power, replete with obligations and duties and constituted by rules 

and reasons, from those who treat it as a social power, dependent on de facto obedience or recognition 

and constituted by facts of salience, compliance or acceptance by individual or collective subjects.  

 The bridge has two pillars. The first insists upon the mutual dependence of the normative and 

sociological accounts, driven by a relationship of interdependence between de facto and legitimate 

authority; succinctly captured in the explanation of authority as a normative-social practice .
3
 I argue in 
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Part I below that both normative and sociological analyses are necessary to a plausible explanation of 

these interdependent elements. Part II offers the second pillar, a conception of authority as a relative 

normative power. The idea of relative authority illuminates both the social and the normative aspects of 

authority through an examination of the implications of plurality of authority in the transnational and 

non-state context. While the interdependence of normative and sociological aspects of authority is true 

of orthodox, statist accounts of authority quite apart from any questions posed by transnational 

practices, those practices shed new light on that interdependence. They reveal that both facts and 

reasons can generate relativity between authorities, so that conceiving of authority in a transnational 

context requires both a clear account of the normativity of authority – its reason-giving and reason-

dependent character, and its sociality – its dependence upon the fact of people accepting, trusting, or at 

least recognizing actual authorities. 

This chapter therefore tries to align two shifts in the task of theorizing authority. The first is a shift 

away from thinking about authority along only one side of a normative/social divide, while the second is 

a shift from thinking about authority towards thinking about authorities. 

 

1. Competing concept(tion)s of authority and authorities  

a. The relationship between normative and sociological conceptions of legitimate authority 

The shift from a divided to an integrated account of authority as a social-normative power must begin by 

clarifying what both the orthodox normative and sociological conceptions of authority capture, then 

must characterize the relationship between them. In normative accounts, including both Hobbesian and 

Razian traditions, authority is conceived as a normative relationship in which one agent has a right to 

rule, correlati g to a othe s o ligatio  to o e . The e is de ate a out the p e ise ha a te  of the 

normative power (i.e. is it a right to rule or a duty to govern?), the character of the reasons generated by 



an authority (are they preemptive or just weighty?), and the measure of its legitimacy (substantive 

outputs or procedural inputs); but any normative conception of authority shares the view that authority 

is a normative power which, when legitimate, binds its subjects.
4
 In sociological accounts, the abstract 

notions of duty and obligation give way to an interest in what people actually regard as rightful or 

i di g. Fo  i sta e, We e s lassi al a ou t t eats do i atio  Herrschaft) as the probability that a 

command will be obeyed, while legitimate domination is domination that is believed (by its subjects) to 

be morally legitimate, as distinct from power that is merely backed up by coercion.
5
 One common 

thread, amongst a broad array of theorists, is an emphasis on the particular experience and/or practical 

attitudes of the specific subjects
6
 . An alternative and/or complementary thread examines a particular 

o u it s p a ti es of t eati g certain persons or institutions as authorities, perhaps through 

antecedently-determined procedures.
7
  

All of these approaches insist upon a distinction between authority and forms of (mere) power. 

Whatever it is, authority is not coercion or naked power, nor is it persuasion.
8
 For some theorists, the 
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distinctions lie in the claim to legitimacy that is made by authorities themselves, and/or some special 

standing the authority holds. For others, it depends upon the belief in legitimacy, or some other 

individuall  o  olle ti el  e pe ie ed espo se o  the pa t of those ho ould e a  autho it s 

subjects. Thus a key divide among theorists of authority is between those who think there is something 

special about the purported holder of authority (seeing it as having some standing or making a claim 

upon its subjects and what they have reason to do), and those who think there is something special 

about the purported subjects of authority – namely their recognition, belief in or acceptance of an 

authority rather than their susceptibility to persuasion or coercion. It would be overly simplistic to 

characterize that divide into a top-down/bottom up dichotomy, but that image does capture the split 

focuses of attention among theorists of authority. 

On its face, the intractability of those differences might be explained by nothing more special 

than different scholarly interests and instincts. If these are properly deployed with appropriate 

methodologies, and with the expectation that scholars with each interest will be aware of the key 

literature and progression of ideas associated with the other, the result may be an unobjectionable 

division of labour between those who explore and explain the diversity of contemporary practices that 

are treated as practices of authority, and those who explore the conditions under which such practices 

are supported by and/or generate reasons. Without more, there would be no particular reason to worry 

about the different interests or think that one approach is preferable to the other.  

But there is more. There is a relationship between the accounts, which is key to explaining and 

then defending either approach. This is most easily illustrated through the interaction of ideas about 

legitimate versus de facto authority; their explanatory priority, and the plausibility of isolating one from 

the other. While many accounts of authority try to incorporate both elements, the difference is in the 

emphasis and the status each is given in a general conception of authority. For instance, normative 

accounts (particularly those of a strongly Razian flavour) tend to give explanatory priority to the notion 



of legitimate authority because only a claim to such legitimacy can distinguish de facto authority from 

de facto power.
9
 These also accept, however, that an authority can only be legitimate when it can 

secure, or be likely to secure, conformity with its directives.
10

 This makes the experience of the 

subject(s), and assumptions about those experiences, critical to the very idea of legitimate authority.
11

 

Indeed any outcome-based measure of legitimacy needs to measure what the authority is actually 

doing, how successful it is in getting subjects to comply with its directives, and how effectively that 

compliance meets whatever substantive values are built into the test for legitimacy. Measuring an 

autho it s effe ti e ess i  a hie i g o fo it  ith easo , o  pu suit of so e pa ti ula  su sta ti e 

value, requires both a normative sense of what reason requires and empirical evidence about what an 

authority and its subjects are actually doing.  

  Sociological approaches, in contrast, tend to give explanatory priority to de facto authority 

e ause it is the ke  i di ato  of su je ts  e og itio  of autho it , a d ithout it the e is o eed fo  

any inquiry into legiti a . At thei  o e ho e e , still aptu ed  We e s e positio s, the  e eal that 

something akin to a belief in legitimacy or justification is important for understanding what is distinctive 

about authority, in contrast to mere de facto power to get others to do as one wants, even when that 

power or ability is somehow systemic or widespread. Descriptive accounts of authority are accounts of 

what subjects believe to be authoritative, not what they believe to be influential or simply powerful. 

That interdependence of the explanations of de facto and legitimate authority somewhat 

oversimplifies a richer set of engagements across the following lines:  
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i. Methodology: is there a best way to do jurisprudence – i.e. must it be naturalized? If so, 

to what extent?
12

 Even the most abstract normative accounts of authority depend upon 

important assumptions about the experiences of those subject to authority, and some 

degree of analysis of those experiences is warranted.
13

 Yet, understanding law is not 

only a matter of understanding experiences, but also abstracting from them, and even 

the most sociologically sophisticated accounts must still explain ideas of legality and 

normativity and their distinctions from other concepts, to the extent that social 

practices reveal such distinctions being made.
14

  

ii. Metaethics: is a separate normative account of legitimate authority plausible? A 

normative account of legitimate authority might adopt a version of moral anti-realism, 

so that any statement about the moral legitimacy of authority should be understood as 

an expression of an attitude of approval for authority, or a prescriptive judgment that 

authority should be followed, and not a proposition about the truth-value of conditions 

for legitimate authority.  

iii. Substance: a normative account of authority might insist that the legitimacy of authority 

depe ds o l  upo  the so ial  fa t of autho it s a epta e/app o al  its su je ts. 

(i.e. one can be a moral realist, but think the true theory of legitimate authority is that it 

depends upo  the a epta e/app o al of autho it s su je ts, i  hi h ase a  i ui  

into that acceptance is critically important.) That argument, however, would have to 

espo d to the pe suasi e iti is s of su je ts  o se t as a suffi ie t o ditio  fo  
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legitimate authority.
15

 In the course of offering such a response, the account must 

abstract from and justify the social facts it observes, and so cannot escape the task of 

evaluating reasons and the values they are grounded upon.  

Across each of these points of debate, the competing conceptions of authority should not be regarded 

as talking past each other or even as offering two different sides of the same story. Rather the 

relationships between de facto and legitimate authority, and between sociological and normative 

treatments of either or both ideas, should be understood as relationships of interdependence, not 

isolation. 

 

b. Distinguishing Authority 

 

With this relationship in mind, the core tension for theorists of authority is not a tension between 

normative and sociological approaches to their subject-matter, but a tension between holding on to 

some distinctive idea of authority at all, or letting it go. The key motivation for making the distinction, 

and thus holding on to the notion of authority, as the (actual, claimed or perceived) legitimate use of a 

power to bind subjects rather than the illegitimate imposition of force or the artful deployment of 

persuasion, seems to be that social practices themselves embody the distinction.
16

 One reason to 
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distinguish authority from other forms of power, then, is that this is what people (individually and/or in 

groups) actually do when they are confronted with power in all its forms. In choosing ways to manage 

their interpersonal relationships, people frequently exercise choices between submitting to an authority 

(such as a hierarchical dispute resolution process), or merely seeking advice and assistance (through 

independent mediation). Those choices may be made for any number of reasons, but they reflect 

pa ti ipa ts  understandings that there is a difference between an obligation and a recommendation. 

Indeed, the ide a d eas  appeal of Ha t s o liged/o ligated disti tio  a  e e plai ed  its 

eso a e ith peoples  u de sta di g of thei  po e  elatio ships ith o e another and with figures 

of authority. I will go further here and suggest that the common social practice of distinguishing 

between forms of power, including authority, is the strongest reason to hold on to the analytic 

distinctions between authority and coercion on the one hand, and authority and persuasion on the 

other. The normative distinction thus becomes contingent, depending on concrete social practices, and 

the description or analysis of those normative practices falls squarely into the kinds of projects that 

sociological approaches to authority are best equipped (and most likely) to conduct. 

Consider an alternative route to justifying the distinctions on the basis of their normative 

concerns. Some might argue that an exercise of authority interferes ith a su je t s auto o  i  a 

different way, or to a different degree, than either coercive or persuasive power; that authority is 

obligation-imposing, while coercion is choice-restricting, and persuasion is opinion-changing. Yet to infer 

that the normative concerns are different, and/or their justificatory conditions are different, begs the 

uestio . What is so spe ial a out autho itati e easo s, o  o ligatio s? ‘az s a ou t of the spe ial 

preemptive character of authoritative reasons, if correct, gi es us a  a al ti  disti tio  ut does t 

justify it on any basis other than analytic clarity. Is there some other reason to make the distinction? If 

e a e p i a il  o e ed a out su je ts  auto o , it a  atte  little hethe  the  a e o ligated, 

obliged, or convinced to act; all or any can amount to a significant interference with autonomy, or 



enhancement of autonomy if it is legitimate in the Razian sense. Or, if we are concerned with the 

effectiveness of the power, the distinction may matter even less, as authority, coercion and persuasion 

do not sit in a hierarchy of effectiveness.  

If the implications for autonomy and effectiveness are not divisible according to the type of 

power wielded, we cannot rely on normative reasons for making a distinction between forms of power. 

This has the important implication that, while we need to retain a normative conception of authority as 

(perceived, claimed or actual) legitimate power which generates obligations for its subjects, the best 

argument for that retentio  is a so iologi al o e: it aps o  to su je ts  e og itio  p a ti es hi h 

distinguish between authoritative obligations and persuasive or coercive force.  

Why then do subjects of those powers make a distinction, and under what conditions? Arguably, 

subjects need only care whether they have an obligation, rather than experiencing some other form of 

power, if there is some reason to worry about legitimacy. For instance, if a subject faces power that is 

exercised systematically, or on behalf of some collective against an individual, or there is a vast 

dis epa  et ee  the a ou t of po e  ielded a d the su je t s a ilit  to esist that po e , it a  

seem more important to know whether the power is a legitimate exercise of authority, or not. Yet this 

by itself does not explain the motivation, for the same concerns could generate worries about the 

legitimacy of coercion, or persuasion or influence. Perhaps more importantly - and this is critical for my 

argument in the next section – a need to distinguish legitimate authority from coercion may arise when 

two or more different power-wielders are in contest to govern or control the same subjects, in the same 

domain. In those circumstances, it may be important to know whether one exercises legitimate 

authority and the other(s) mere coercion or influence, for two reasons. First is that the subjects may 

need to assess whether or not they are bound; second is that the power-wielders themselves may seek 

to legiti atel  o  othe ise  i te fe e ith ea h othe s operations. This is problematic, for while 

plurality of authority can drive the desire to clarify what sort of power is involved, it also introduces 



potential confusion for subjects about who has authority, and diversity or complications for theorists 

attempting to explain authority practices. 

 

2. Authority and Authorities 

 

a. Transnational authority or transnational power? 

Even if we use both normative and sociological tools to explore practices of authority and their 

distinction from other forms of power, it does not necessarily follow that such an understanding of 

authority is useful for analyzing practices of rule, governance or power in the transnational context. 

Transnational authority practices are pluralistic, fragmented and diverse. They involve institutions and 

organizations often too opaque to be easily categorized along a public/private divide or arranged along 

a spe t u  f o  ha d to soft . Whe  e shift f o  e plai i g autho it  to e plai i g autho ities, i  a 

transnational context, is there a case for relaxing the stringency with which both normative and 

sociological accounts distinguish authority from other forms of power, in order to capture that diversity? 

I have argued elsewhere that theories of authority that limit their focus to the orthodox forms of 

public authority (and especially the authority of the state) miss something important in the 

contemporary practice of authority.
17

 The conception of authority that emerges out of statist theorizing, 

and in particular the Hobbesian tradition of a monistic rather than pluralistic account of state authority, 

is not useful in a context in which states are surrounded by competing authority claimants both 

internally and externally. While the bare fact of competing claimants of authority does not in itself result 

in a plurality of legitimate authorities – that depends whether those claimants are successful in 

establishing their authority and whether or not they are legitimate – even the presence of conflicting 
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lai s to autho it  a  ge e ate a  ide tifi atio  p o le  i  hi h su je ts sha e easo a le dou t 

over who has authority or how legitimate it is.
18

  

In place of a statist conception of authority, there are several strategies for conceiving of diverse 

practices of transnational authority. The first offers a conception tailored to the purpose of explaining 

transnational authority. Just as many municipal law theorists have expressly limited the explanatory 

focus of their theories of law (e.g. Raz, 2009, pp.104-105),
19

 we might devise a theory of authority that is 

designed especially for explaining transnational authority, and not worry (much) about whether it also 

captures other phenomena, global or local. There is nothing particularly objectionable about this 

strategy, and its resulting conception of authority is likely to be rich and interesting for its more narrow 

focus, but it is likely to be of little use even as an explanation of its target context. If we accept the 

premise that contemporary practices of authority not only feature diverse locations of authority but also 

their interaction with one another, then an account which stipulates a conception of authority for a 

particular context cannot be put to work to analyze interactions that involve authorities from other 

contexts, and may miss the very significant pressure those interactions put on the target case. 

 A se o d st ateg  ould adopt the app oa h ofte  de ided as a la elli g  app oa h, he ei  

whatever is treated as an instance of authority within a community is considered to fix the conceptual 

category.
20

 The difficulties with this approach in the pursuit of legal theory have been widely 

documented and it is difficult to see it faring any better in pursuit of an account of authority.
21

 

Importantly, a labelling approach would still need to identify what people used to distinguish their 
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practices of authority from their other practices of power, and in the process would identify a useful 

analytic element of their concept of authority.  

A third strategy would still insist on some analytic content to the idea of authority, but would 

thi  out, ate  do , o  ela  that a al ti  o eptio  i  o de  to e su e that it e o passed all 

relevant governing/ruling practices. In the same way that some theorists have offered a pluralist 

conception of law that can accommodate diverse instances of non-state law as well as state law,  we 

might look for a conception of authority capable of capturing transnational authority as well as more 

traditional state (or state-like) forms of authority.
22

 This has the advantage of prioritizing neither the 

state-based nor the pluralist conception, but the obvious danger in doing so is that the resulting 

conception is too thin to be either analytically useful or normatively compelling. More specifically, 

working with a thin conception makes it difficult to distinguish the target phenomena from others which 

are similar or which share many of the same (thinly-articulated) features. In the case of authority, the 

worry is that a very thin conception of authority will not distinguish authority from mere (coercive or 

persuasive) power.  

A fourth strategy treats authority itself as a variable phenomenon inviting different but 

coexisting conceptions – so eti es autho it  appea s i  ha d  o  solid  fo s, such as the typical 

political and legal authority claimed by a sovereign state, while at other times it appears in soft or 

li uid  fo s, apa le of ei g diluted a d sha ed fluidl  a o g a to s su h as t a s atio al 
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regulatory bodies, international institutio s a d e e  i stitutio s that go e  th ough i di ato s .
23

 This 

approach has the same drawback as that described above: it may be impossible to distinguish authority 

from mere power. However, it also raises additional problems of its own. The most obvious include: how 

to draw the further distinction between hard and soft, or solid and liquid forms of authority; then 

whether there are different tests for the legitimacy of these different forms of authority; and 

importantly, whether one is more legitimate than the other in domains in which they overlap.  

Such a mixed conception of authority might offer either normative or sociological features of 

authority in order to identify relevant hard or soft authority practices. For instance, it might seem 

possible to treat hard authority as a duty-imposing power and soft authority as a reason-giving (but not 

duty-imposing) power; both are normative characterizations of authority and the distinction between 

them would lie in the character of their normativity or the weight of the reasons they generate for 

subjects. Reframing this sociologically: hard authority would be a power regarded by subjects as 

imposing a duty, while soft authority would be a power treated by the subjects as giving influential or 

persuasive reasons for action. Both characterizations are problematic. The sociological view would turn 

the disti tio  o  peoples  eliefs a out ei g o ligated e sus ei g o liged; the o ati e ie  ould 

turn the distinction on the weight or type of reasons being either sufficient or insufficient to establish 

duties. Both would blend authority in to all the other practices of power that the orthodox conceptions 

of authority as belief in/existence of legitimate obligation or rightful rule have sought to distinguish. 

Co side  o e app oa h to autho it , suggested  K is h s hapte  i  this olu e, hi h avoids 

the solid  o eptio  of autho it  as a ight to ule o elati e to a  o ligatio  to o e , a d i stead 

conceives of authority as a systemic ability to induce deference, coupled with recognition of that ability. 
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Here, the core of authority is an ability, not a right or a duty, and it is distinguished from other forms of 

power by its systemic character and the fact of its recognition - a ifested i  a su je t s deference - 

which can occur for non-committed reasons. Thus framed, it is difficult to see how authority can retain 

any distinctive character at all. Instead, if authority appears in both solid and liquid forms, and is located 

in ruling practices which range from states setting criminal sentences to agencies setting credit ratings, 

then authority loses its distinctiveness and becomes simply systemic power that is likely to be followed.  

Krisch uses this conception to open up the concept of authority so that a range of soft, liquid 

forms of governance are understood as instances of authority, thereby capturing a larger set of the 

range of contemporary transnational practices of ruling. Yet it is not clear what is gained by including all 

these practices within the same conceptual category, particularly when the participants in those 

practices (both the subjects and those who wield the powers) still seem to separate the kind of practice 

the  a e e gaged i . As K is h s o  e a ples e eal, so e po e -wielders make normative claims, 

so e do t. “o e e ipie ts see the sel es as ou d a d espo d a o di gl , so e do t. 

Importantly, there also seems to be a cost in relaxing the conception of authority this far. A diluted 

account of authority conceives of a set of practices of rule in which authority is often contested by 

competing claimants. This puts pressure on the social element of an explanation of authority  – in 

circumstances of conflict, it is harder for would-be subjects of authority to offer the recognition  

necessary to the existence of authority on this (or indeed any) account. In short, if authority is 

everywhere, it cannot be anywhere.  

By muddying the waters with liquid authority, we also make it more difficult to know whether a 

subject is required to fulfil an obligation, or just has the option to use some particular indicator or to 

participate in some habitual social practice of deference. A subject deciding what to do needs to be able 

to work out whether he has a choice, and that involves making distinctions between the types of 

reasons that different power-wielders generate for him in order to factor them into his practical 



reasoning. The same is true of states, which are often the subject of these transnational governance 

p a ti es. A state s officials need to know whether they are bound by or free to ignore an exercise of 

t a s atio al po e ; a d a state s su je ts o  othe  pote tial iti s  a  si ila l  ake use of su h 

normative distinctions to criticize that state for either bending to influence when it was not bound or 

failing to fulfil its obligations. In the assessments surrounding legitimacy, then, lie the reasons for 

needing a distinction between authority and other forms of power. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Kris h s fo ulation, and others of a similar vein, do not 

allow for the instance in which a subject population recognizes that a claimant, such as a state, or an 

international credit rating agency, or an international judicial or law-making organization, has a systemic 

ability to induce deference and is likely to be followed, despite its illegitimacy due to some substantive 

o  p o edu al fla , a d that i  the su je ts  ie  the illegiti a  is hat dis ualifies that po e -

wielder from having authority. 

The challenge, then, is to conceive of authority in a way that keeps authority distinct by insisting 

upon actual, claimed or perceived legitimacy, while still capturing its practice beyond the state context, 

and being sufficiently attentive to both its sociological and normative elements. Indeed, I think there is a 

strong reason to revise the prevailing conception of authority in order to better account for 

transnational practices of authority in particular, and plurality of authority in general, but this is not a 

reason to reject a normative conception outright, or in any other way loosen the solid object of analysis.  

b. A Revision: Relative Authorities  

The trouble is that analytic precision about fluid transnational phenomena poses a real methodological 

challenge – to produce work that is responsive to the contemporary state of analytic and normative 

jurisprudence, and is also engaged with work of a sociological and/or anthropological nature which 

examines the relationship between law(s) and particular societies or social groups. It is not sufficient for 



general jurisprudents simply to be grateful to sociologists of law for pointing out facets or examples of 

legal pluralism or transnational law which might otherwise be difficult to trace, and then to overlay a set 

of conclusions, derived from analysis and evaluation of state law, about the nature of law and its 

autho it  o  a set of o ati e o e s a out la s legiti a .24
 Nor is it sufficient for sociologists of 

law and theorists of legal pluralism to gloss over the details of the concepts they rely upon to distinguish 

target law/authority practices from other surrounding social or normative practices. Even if sociologists 

of la  eed o l  provisional, flexible and endlessl  e isa le spe ifi atio s  of the o epts aptu i g 

the practices they study, those concepts must still be sufficiently clear and distinct to be useful.
25

  

One way of doing this is to build the facts of plurality into a theory of authority at both the 

normative and social points of the explanation. Both the reasons that constitute authority relationships, 

and the actual practices of recognition of those relationships by those who are subject, can and very 

often do generate multiple overlapping or competing authorities. In earlier work, I have argued that 

he  the e is su h plu alit  of autho it , autho it  is est u de stood as a elati e  po e , hose 

legitimacy depends upon relationships of cooperation, coordination, toleration of difference, or (in 

some cases) conflict between the overlapping authorities.
26

 Relative authority arises where the overlap 

in the subjects or in the activities the authorities seek to govern means that they cannot have 

independently legitimate authority.  
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 An account of relative authority resonates directly with work in legal pluralism, which has 

adopted methods from the sociological or anthropological sides of the legal theory divide, and which 

observes the facts of plurality of legal systems claiming authority in the same domains. It is indeed 

unremarkable, within scholarship on legal pluralism, to suggest that the legitimate authority of these 

legal systems might be relative to one another, in the sense that they can be compared and contrasted, 

measuring the extent of their legitimate authority by reference to one another rather than in absolute 

terms.
27

 Yet there is a different sense in which authority can be relative. It can be relative in the sense of 

being interdependent, so that one authority cannot be legitimate without an engagement (through 

cooperation or coordination or toleration or conflict) with any other authorities with which it shares the 

domain. I have argued that relative authority is the best way to understand many quite familiar 

authority-sharing arrangements in or involving the state, including federal structures, separation of 

powers between branches of government, some state-indigenous law relationships, and aspects of the 

European constitutional/Member State structure.
28

 In those practices, subjects do not and need not 

always straightforwardly recognize one authority; rather they can recognize two or more authorities 

operating in sometimes complex yet still effective relationships. The subjects of these regimes can and 

do put their faith in the eventual working out of the details of each relationship, sometimes through the 

creation of ordering rules and hierarchies, but at other times through ongoing dialogical interactions 

with no ordered end in sight.
29

 In the sociological sense, what matters is the belief in the legitimacy of 
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the authorities, given (and indeed because of) their relationship with one another. In other words, belief 

in the legitimacy of their relative authority. 

 As with all forms of authority, in order for relative authority to exist and to fulfil the social 

element of the phenomenon of authority it must be recognized. Recognition of relative authority 

involves subje ts  u de sta di g a d a epta e that a  o e lappi g legiti ate autho it  zo e is a 

sphere of relative authority. It requires patience while compromise/coordination rules are figured out, 

and/or a peaceful form of conflict which prioritizes engaged and reasoned public debates rather than 

polemical o  dog ati  sta es. “u je ts  p a ti es i  e og izi g elati e autho it  atte  e ause the  

generate the cooperative or at least tolerant spaces in which multiple legitimate authorities can work 

out the precise relationship that will allow them to share legitimate relative authority. Yet, in the 

process, those authorities must still be recognized as such, or else there will be no authority at all.   

 This account of the relativity of authority thus poses no difficulty for the sociological aspect 

of a theory of authority, and there are familiar examples and plausible explanations of authority 

practices that involve cooperative, coordinated or workable conflicting relationships, hierarchical or 

otherwise, and which are recognized by subjects. The normative side of the explanation is a little more 

problematic. How can plurality of authority be fitted into the strongly normative account of authority 

favoured by most theorists of state law, in which legitimate authority is constituted by reasons and 

entails a right to rule and/or a duty to obey? In that account, authority is assumed to have a binary 

character, and this framing appears unsympathetic to plurality, let alone relativity. Yet plurality can be 

accommodated within this account by close attention to the reasons that confer legitimacy upon an 



authority or authorities, which in turn generate relativity and new requirements for appropriate inter-

authority relationships.
30

   

 The reasons that confer either procedural or substantive legitimacy upon an authority will 

sometimes, and perhaps often, confer legitimacy upon more than one authority within the same 

domain. Relative authority is most clearly generated by substantive reasons when the purported  

authorities need to coordinate if they are to realize some particular substantive value which either 

authority alone cannot achieve, or when incommensurable reasons/values confer substantive legitimacy 

upon two or more different authorities. Relative authority can also be generated by procedural for 

legitimacy, when  subjects have conferred standing upon more than one purported authority (e.g. 

through giving their consent), or when subjects, who have conferred standing on one authority, interact 

with subjects who have conferred standing upon another authority in ways that require the involvement 

of their respective authorities. Both structures of reasons illustrate that relativity cannot be simply a 

measure of degrees of authority between different institutions or bodies, or a mere description of those 

degrees, because that would deny either the substantive or procedural value of the slighted authority 

and, ultimately, the autonomy of its subjects. Instead, the reasons (and values) that are at the core of 
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the normative account generate interdependence between those authorities that have the standing of 

authority and are tasked with realizing those values or helping their subjects to do the same. 

 In the transnational context, relativity of authority has a special significance. Inquiries into 

the legitimacy of any particular transnational authority-claimant must be conscious of its possible 

relativity with any particular state or public international legal authority. Opportunities for legitimacy 

exist most obviously when a state (or states) have failed (either substantively or procedurally) to govern 

a particular area of activity in which there is a need for some authority. If there is a need for public 

authority, e.g. to coordinate behaviour or settle disputes, and states have individually or collectively 

failed to constitute an authority to perform that function, then a private or hybrid transnational regime 

which fills that void will likely have legitimate authority, provided it has a modicum of its own procedural 

value through the acceptance, recognition or approval of those who are affected by its exercise..  

 The possibility of relativity suggests that the most interesting question to ask about 

transnational authority may not be whether particular transnational authority claimants actually have 

legitimate authority, but rather whether any authority (at all) is justified in the particular realm in which 

it is claimed.
31

 Many of the contenders for having authority in the transnational context are not clearly 

meeting some justified need for authority. Bodies such as I-CANN or the Forest Stewardship Council 

perform important functions and can exert a great deal of influence, but it is arguable whether their 

functions are justified exercises of authority or are instead justified exercises of mere power or influence 

which some people voluntarily adopt or follow. The difficulty, of course, is that the question of what 
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counts as a matter of common rather than private concern, and thus the question of when authority is 

needed, are themselves contested and likely to be essentially so. 

 If authority is clearly justified, then questions of who (in singular or in plural) has it, and 

how they should interact with others, are particularly difficult to answer given the private, hybrid or 

quasi-public character of many transnational regulatory/legal regimes. When these interact with or 

overlap more clearly public instances of authority, the relativity equation has to account for the 

(potentially quite considerable) procedural and substantive values that a particular state or international 

authority has, in relation to whatever procedural or substantive values reside in the purported 

transnational authority.
32

 There is a critical public versus private  dimension to that equation. Many 

purported transnational authorities are voluntary bodies constituted by private actors such as 

corporations or financial institutions to serve their own (rather than public) interests. They may obligate 

and bind those who sign up to them, but not others. In those instances, an assessment of relative 

authority requires weighing up the specific values of the respective authorities, but also the more 

abstract and difficult evaluation of the values of public and private authority in that particular domain. 

Transnational loci of private authority will only share in legitimate relative authority when there are 

sufficiently powerful reasons to have authority that is both private and transnational. If there are, then 

public international, state or sub-national public authorities will be required to recognize, coordinate 

with, or simply tolerate the rules and obligations that such private authorities generate for their 

members in that domain. Here, the analysis is no different, in structure, from the analysis applying to 

relativity between public authorities.  
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 The structure of analysis, however, once again turns attention to the question of whether 

public authority is needed on any particular matter in which there are private transnational claimants of 

authority, or whether the domain can be legitimately governed privately. Debates over that question 

permeate all aspects of transnational regimes, but are most obvious where there is a direct conflict or 

competition between different claimants of authority: private or public; transnational, international or 

local. For instance, the explosion of international arbitration of investor-state disputes raises the 

question of whether that domain should be subject to some kind of public authority to generate 

coherence and consistency, to ensure rules and principles of natural justice are applied, and to enable 

review for quality assurance or to ensure access to justice.  

 This chapter is not the place to determine an answer to that question, or indeed to flesh 

out the particular relative authority relationships generated by the practices of international arbitration 

and national legislation or adjudication. Rather, the advantage of treating these practices as (potential) 

instances of relative authority is to focus attention on what these purported authorities do in their 

relationships with one another. How often, and under what conditions, does one of them defer to 

another? How do subjects respond to that deference or other forms of interaction? The social aspect of 

relative authority does not only encompass the authority-subject nexus, but also includes the social 

practices of inter-authority interaction – from deference to challenge, or from toleration to intervention. 

In addition, each of these inquiries must be subjected to a normative analysis. How should the 

authorities interact? Should one authority defer to another that is more valuable, or more democratic, 

or more successful? Or a e the  e e l  poised so that the  should tole ate ea h othe s ope atio s e e  

when these generate practical conflicts for their subjects or cause uncertainty?  

 In short, the contribution of the relative authority account is that it enables plurality of 

authorities to be explained within both the social and the normative aspects of a theory of authority. It 

explains how conflicts or confusion over who has authority can exist without defeating the recognition 



of authority that the social element deems necessary to autho it s very existence. It then explains that 

incommensurable or equally-weighted reasons justifying different authorities do not cancel each other 

out or defeat the core normative structures of legitimacy and obligation (or belief therein) that are 

critical to distinguishing authority from other forms of power. If transnational authority, as well as state 

or public international authority with which it interacts, is conceived as relative, then there is a way to 

analyze some of the new, fluid, opaque and sometimes messy arrangements that characterize 

transnational governance or rule, as practices of authority, rather than having to water down that 

concept in order to analyze this important emerging field. 

 


